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MIRÓ DINING TABLE

A WORK OF ART FROM  TEAM 7

All-round perfection in every detail: the new miró dining table by TEAM 7’s Head of Design Sebastian Desch is remi-

niscent of a futuristic, apparently weightless object floating in space. Inspired by the works of the Catalan artist Joan 

Miró, its design echoes the interplay of symbolic forms of the sun, moon and stars that were typical of his style. Clean, 

elegant design lines are complemented by beautifully handcrafted details to create a work of art that is both highly 

practical and ergonomically sophisticated.

Design with a love of details

Its round table top makes miró the perfect focal point for get-togethers and open communication. Thanks to its 

space-saving form and choice of sizes it fits equally well in generously proportioned living spaces or more compact 

ones. The sophisticated craftsmanship of miró combines tremendous stability with slender elegance. The table top 

is made of high-quality, warp-resistant deciduous timber, with a bevelled upper edge, and the supporting frame is 

bevelled inwards, creating a refined, sophisticated profile. The design concept is also inspired by ergonomic princi-

ples. Its gently rounded upper edge allows you to rest your forearms comfortably on the table and enjoy the pleasing 

tactile feel of pure solid wood. The same thinking is evident in the design of the table legs. The interplay of angular and 

rounded lines echoes the form of the table top. They are positioned at the outer edge, ensuring maximum freedom of 

movement and optimal seating comfort. The table legs are slightly flared for maximum stability. A distinctive feature 

of the design is the way precisely handcrafted notches are used to fit the table legs neatly into the frame, so that these 

merge to become a single fully integrated element. Together the table top, frame and legs create a perfectly balanced 

and harmonious whole. 

Press release

“The pure beauty of solid wood – com-
bined with the details of artistic craftsm-
anship to create a spectacular aesthetic. 
miró is carved from the wood on which 
sophisticated flying saucers soar.”
Designer Sebastian Desch
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Natural talent with perfect functionality

TEAM 7’s high standards of craftsmanship and practical functionality are evident in both the extendable and non-ex-

tendable versions of the miró table. The innovative extension technology has been reduced to a minimum height and is 

integrated almost invisibly – tucked away behind the distinctive form of the table frame. This preserves the elegantly 

simple design lines while allowing ergonomically ideal seating positions and optimal legroom. An ingenious detail: 

when the table is extended, a filler panel folds down to complete the frame and conceal the extension mechanism. 

Cleverly detailed, careful construction ensures the mechanism is safe and easy to handle. A soft-close swivel mecha-

nism allows the table inserts to be quickly and smoothly opened out and closed. Castors set into the underside of the 

legs make it even easier to operate and also protect your floor when the table is being extended. A mechanical locking 

element ensures maximum stability and perfectly closed tabletop joints.

In the non-extendable version, miró is available with a captivatingly smooth, seamless table top – or with an optional 

turntable as an intriguing new feature in the centre. Flush-fitted into the table top, and finished in solid wood, coloured 

glass or ceramic, the turntable is a distinctive design highlight. But it also adds an additional practical element to the 

table: serving and sharing a variety of dishes creates a sociable atmosphere without the cumbersome disruption of 

constantly passing them around the table. It is just as sophisticated in design and as precisely constructed as the ex-

tension mechanism. The turntable runs on four adjustable castors, with a strip on the under side of the turntable that 

ensures quiet and beautifully smooth rotary action. To stop any liquids spilling through, a sealing strip is fitted between 

the main table top and the turntable. If anything does ever spill, the turntable can simply be lifted out for cleaning. 

In harmony with nature

Carefully manufactured from premium quality materials, miró is an homage to craftsmanship and nature: artisan 

skills, showcased with meticulous and loving care, are just as much a part of the aesthetic as the elegant, minimalist 

design style and the sensual beauty of solid wood. In keeping with TEAM 7’s consistently ecological principles, the 

miró table meets sustainable standards throughout its entire life cycle. This is reflected not only in the timeless design 

style but also the use of solid wood, which is grown in sustainably managed forests and treated exclusively with natural 

oil. Manufactured using resource- and energy-efficient processes, this table will give pleasure for a lifetime: design, 

function and nature in perfect harmony.

miró table (non-extandable version) 
with turntable
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miró table and designer 
Sebastian Desch

miró table (extendable version), cubus 
display case and girado chairs

miró table (extandable 
version) and flor chairs

miró table (non-extand-
able version)


